Burning Desire
Be Driven To Succeed
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Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are an unstoppable juggernaut of
success. See yourself overcoming huge obstacles as if they
were minor inconveniences.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more and more driven to succeed. Write
down any positive comments others say about your
behavior and attitude.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I am driven to succeed
wealth is mine
success is mine
prosperity is mine
I relentlessly pursue wealth
I relentlessly pursue success
I relentlessly pursue prosperity
I relentlessly pursue income
I relentlessly move forward
I relentlessly achieve
I relentlessly succeed
I relentlessly destroy all obstacles
I dream bigger every day
I achieve more every day
I lust for more wealth every day
I lust for more success every day

I am driven beyond measure
I will succeed beyond measure
I will achieve beyond measure
I am powerfully magnetic
I am powerfully charismatic
I am powerfully seductive
I am powerfully attractive
I seduce every girl I want
I charm every girl I want
I mesmerize every girl I want
I conquer every girl I want
I dominate every market I enter
I dominate every business I enter
I conquer every market I enter
I conquer every business I enter
The world is mine
I plan and achieve

I dream and succeed
I plan and conquer
I plan and dominate
I achieve all I intend
You are driven to succeed
wealth is yours
success is yours
prosperity is yours
You relentlessly pursue wealth
You relentlessly pursue success
You relentlessly pursue prosperity
You relentlessly pursue income
You relentlessly move forward
You relentlessly achieve
You relentlessly succeed
You relentlessly destroy all obstacles
You dream bigger every day

You achieve more every day
You lust for more wealth every day
You lust for more success every day
You are driven beyond measure
You will succeed beyond measure
You will achieve beyond measure
You are powerfully magnetic
You are powerfully charismatic
You are powerfully seductive
You are powerfully attractive
You seduce every girl You want
You charm every girl You want
You mesmerize every girl You want
You conquer every girl You want
You dominate every market You enter
You dominate every business You enter
You conquer every market You enter

You conquer every business You enter
The world is yours
You plan and achieve
You dream and succeed
You plan and conquer
You plan and dominate
You achieve all You intend

